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- **Awesome Asian Americans: 20 Stars Who Made America Amazing** by Phil Amara, Oliver Chin, & Juan Calle

- **Count Me In** by Varsha Bajaj

- **Through My Eyes** by Ruby Bridges

- **Woke: A Young Poet’s Call to Justice** by Mahogany L. Brown, Elizabeth Acevedo, Olivia Gatwood, and Theodore Taylor III

- **New Kid** by Jerry Craft

- **I am Not a Number** by Jenny Kay Dupuis

- **It All Comes Down to This** by Karen English

- **My Family Divided: One Girl’s Journey of Home, Loss, and Hope** by Diane Guerrero

- **The Parker Inheritance** by Varian Johnson

- **Unidentified Suburban Object** by Mike Jung

- **American as Paneer Pie** by Supriya Kelkar

- **Blackbird Fly** by Erin Entrada Kelly

- **This Is Your Brain on Stereotypes: How Science Is Tackling Unconscious Bias** by Tanya Lloyd Kyi & Shannon Drew

- **A Ride to Remember** by Sharon Langley

- **Green Lantern: Legacy** by Minh Lê & Andi Tong

- **The Rock and the River** by Kekla Magoon

- **From the Desk of Zoe Washington** by Janae Marks

- **Let it Shine: Stories of Black Women Freedom Fighters** by Andrea Davis Pinkney

- **A Good Kind of Trouble** by Lisa Marie Ramee

- **Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You** by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi

- **Ghost Boys** by Jewell Parker Rhodes

- **Rise Up! The Art of Protest** by Jo Rippon
  (recommended for grade 4 and up)

- **Not Your All-American Girl** by Madelyn Rosenberg & Wendy Wan-Long Shang Watson

Find these titles and more at catalog.nolalibrary.org.
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- **Betty Before X** by Ilyasah Shabazz and Renee Watson
- **Desert Diary: Japanese American Kids Behind Barbed Wire** by Michael O. Tunnel
- **Stargazing** by Jen Wang
- **Other Words for Home** by Jasmine Warga
- **One Crazy Summer** by Rita Williams-Garcia
- **Young, Gifted, and Black: Meet 52 Black Heroes from Past to Present** by Jamia Wilson
- **Brown Girl Dreaming** by Jacqueline Woodson
- **The Other Side** by Jacqueline Woodson
- **Superman Smashes the Klan** by Gene Luen Yang and Gurihiru
- **Front Desk** by Kelly Yang
- **Fred Korematsu Speaks Up** by Stan Yogi & Laura Atkins
- **The Story of Movie Star Anna May Wong** by Paula Yoo

**Racial Justice in America Series**

- **How Can I Be an Ally?** by Fatima D. El-Mekki with Kelisa Wing
- **What Are My Rights?** by Kelisa Wing
- **What Does It Mean to Defund the Police?** by Jessica S. Henry with Kelisa Wing
- **What Is Anti-Racism?** by Hedreich Nichols with Kelisa Wing
- **What Is the Black Lives Matter Movement?** by Hedreich Nichols with Kelisa Wing
- **What Is White Privilege?** by Leigh Ann Erickson with Kelisa Wing

Find these titles and more at catalog.nolalibrary.org.